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Our purpose is to give an exposition of the (oundations of non-linear couser-
vative mechanical systems with an infinite number of degr~s of freedom. Systems 
we have in mind arc the vibrating string, the electromagnetic field and quantum 
mechanics. These are alllincar. We also outline a non-linear example. the coupled 
Maxwell and Dirac fields. Perfect fluids will be discussed elsewhere. 
The general Hamiltonian formalism is motivated by the finite dimensional 
case; s~ ABRAHAM [11. although the usual difficulties with unbounded operators 
prevent an exact analogy. 
() 
~ 
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Although we offer a new existence theorem for non-linear flows (an easy 
consequence of a theorem of MOSER), our main emphasis is on their Hamiltonian 
properties and the relationship with their infinitesimal generators (Hamiltonian 
vectorfield). In fact. the general existence question is complicated and is far from 
a satisfactory solution. References are YOSlDA [I], BROWDER [1,2]. HORMANDER 
(I), LIONS [I). MOSER [1,21. SEGAL [1). DERGUZOV & JAKUBOVIC [1]. 
We feel that our main accomplishment here is a unification of several branches 
of physics into one formalism. For example, one conservation theorem has as 
special cases. conservation of angular momentum in classical mechanics. electro-
magnetic theory. quantum mechanics (including spin in the Dirac case). Again, 
. there is one theory of canonical transformations to cover all these cases. 
A one parameter group, or flow, is called Hamiltonian iff it preserves a sym-
plectic structure. In quantum mechanics. for example. this amounts to being 
unitary. Our point of view is to regard quantum mechanics and conservative 
classical continuum (or finite dimensional) mechanics as special cases of the more 
general theory of Hamiltonian systems. Quantum field theory does not. as yet, 
fall into this category. In fact. SEGAL'S work seems to be along slightly different 
lines; see the Bibliography. Also. this scheme does not include non-conservative 
systems; see TRUESDELL & NOLL [I). 
Since we have striven for clarity of exposition rather than a concise report of 
new results. many of the theorems are well known. and no claim to originality is 
made. Several interesting and important problems remain open, such as DAltBoux'S 
theorem: is every symplectic form locally constant in some chart? Sufficient but 
probably not necessary conditio'ns are given in COOK (11. 
The basic philosophy of Hamiltonian mechanics is that a symplectic structure 
(Lagrange or Poisson brackets. which are commutators in quantum mechanics). 
and a Hamiltonian function (expectation of the H!1miltonian operator in quantum 
mechanics). specify a physical system and its time evolution. 
The first two chapters cover the basic theory of Hamiltonian systems in thc 
infinite dimensional case. The last chapter studies important illustrations of the 
theory. Appendix B to § 8 outlines the method of dealing with non-smooth prob-
lems; a distributional potential in quantum mechanics for example. Appendix A 
shows how an infinite dimensional system may be thought of as a limit of finite 
dimensional ones. In the applications. § 7 is done from the Lagrangian point of 
view (classical continuum systems). while quantum mechanics (§ 8), DOt being a 
Lagrangian system. is done from the Hamiltonian point of view. 
We shall assume the reader is familiar with calculus in vector spaces (LANG [1). 
DIEUDONNE (1). or better, FROLICHER & BUCHER [1)) and with calculus on manifolds 
including the infinite dimensional case (ABRAHAM [1), LANG [I)). A knowledge 
of semi-groups (YOSIDA [1)) and classical mechanics (ABRAHAM [I)) is helpful, 
but not essential. 
I wish to thank RALPH ABRAHAM who inspiRd this work. ART WIOHTMAN and ED NEUON 
for reading the manuscript and making many helpful sugestions. and CAROUNE BROWNE for an 
elLccllent typing job. I also thank my wife GLYNIS for help in the preparation oC the manuscript. 
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Glossary of Symbols 
Our notation is almost exclusively tbat of ABRAHAM [11; the following list may 
be belpful. The numbers in brackets refer to fonowing sections, while A refers to 
ABRAHAM [11. See also LANG [I). Many of these are reviewed in § 1. 
R the reats, 
E, F. ... topological vector spaces, 
L(E. F) continuous linear maps from E to F, 
DI: U-L(E. F) derivative of I: UcE-F (A 2.3). 
m"" I(m) effect of mapping I: M - N, 
E· L(E,R), 
M manifold (A 3.1), 
, (M) smooth maps I: M - R, 
T M tangent bundle of M (A S.3). 
r· M cotangent bundle of M (A 6.14). 
!reM) vectorfields; smooth sections of r M (A 6.15), 
!r·(M) one forms; smooth sections of r* M (A 6.15), 
!i(M) exterior k forms (A 10.3), 
«" P exterior product (A 10.3), 
~ 
I 
• 
I 
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d exterior derivative (§ 1), (A 10.5), 
ix inner product (§ I), (A 10.12), 
Lx Lie derivative (§ 1), (A 8.18). 
Dx domain of vectorfield X (§ I), 
F, now (§ I); Ft +. F,oF. and F,(m)=F(t, m), 
F.: !Y-(N) -!Y-(M) pull back (A 6.16, 10.7), 
{f, g} Poisson bracket (2.6). (A 14.23), 
IX, YI Lie bracket (§ I), (A 8.12), 
X H Hamiltonian vectorfield of H (2.3), (A 14.23). 
w symplectic form (2.1), (A 14.8), 
W L Lagrangian symplectic form (4.3), (A 17.8), 
A finite dimensional orientable manifold (A 11.4), 
n: V - A vector bundle over A (A 4.2), 
a volume on A (A 11.4), 
Jlo measure of a (A 12.9). 
L1(A) square integrable functions on A, 
< , }; ( , ) inner product, 
< , }o; ( , )0 non degenerate bilinear form 
divoK divergence (8.2), (A ] 1.22). 
Chapter One: Hamiltonian Systems 
§ 1. Preliminaries 
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In this section we recall some of the basic facts about dilferential calculus in 
topological vector spaces, calculus on manilolds and one parameter groups we 
shall need later. 
Let E, F be (locally convex) topological vector spaces and L(E, F) denote the 
space of continuous linear maps from E to F. For the correct topology on L(E,F) 
see FR6uCHER & BUCHER [1, p. 65]. although we shaII not need it explicitly. 
If UeE is open and/: U -F, then recallthatilfis of class CP, D'/: U -LP(E,F), 
the '-Multilinear maps from E to F (symmetric. in fact). Again see FR6L1CHER & 
BUCHER [1, p.95]. If feL(E, F). then DI(u) =1. 
One of the basic facts is the composite mapping theorem: if f: UeE-F 
and g: VeF -G are of class CP and I(U)e V. then gol is of class CP and 
D(gof) (u)· e=Dg(f(u»· (Df(u)· e). 
For f: U1 x U1 eEl x E1 -F we define the first partial deriYative by: D1/: 
U1 x U1 -L(E1• F), where 
D11(u1• ul)=D(fI U1 x {U2})(Ul)=D l(u1,u2)1£1 x {OJ. 
Thenf is of class C'iff DIP I. D1P I exist and are continuous on U1 x U1 • We also 
have DI=Dd+Dll with the natural identifications. (FROuCHER & BUCHER 
[I, p. 91].) 
Similarly, if 11: U e E - F. /1: U e E - F 2. then 11 and 12 are of class CP iff 
II x/1 is. and in this case. D(fl x/l )=Dll xDl1' 
LeibnJtz' rule (product rule) also holds. If 11: U c E - F 1 and /1: U c E - F 1. 
are of class cr and B: F, xF1-G is continuous bilinear. then Bo (fax/2) is of 
class CP and 
D{Bo (fl xI1)}(u), e=B(D fl(u), e,f1. (u» + B(J.(u). DJ.l(U) . e). 
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Although there is no mean value theorem in general. there are analogues of it. 
(FROLICHER & BUCHER [I. p. 60].) In particular, if D / =0 then / is locally constant 
(globally if U is connected). 
If /: R ~ E (R is the reals) then D J exists iff 
dfJd.(u)=limit (j(u+h)-J(u)]11r 
.~O 
exists, and in this case D.f(u)· r=r dJ(u)/dl. 
In the special case of Banach spaces, much more can be said. For example, we 
have the implicit mapping theorem and the existence and uniqueness theorem for 
flows of veclorfields. (See LANG [1] or DIEtJDONNE [I ].) 
Let UcR" be an open set in Euclidean n-space, R" =R x··· xR (or a manifold, 
or manifold with boundary) and F a normed space. Let Cf£ (U, F) denote all C'Z 
maps /: U - F with the topology of uniform convergence (of all derivatives) on 
compact sets «(/. VOSIDA [1. Ch. In. For geCf£(F, G) the map w: CC(U, F) ~ 
C%I(U, G)j/ .... goJis of class C~ and 
Dw(f) '!I{u)=D g(J(u» ·fl(u). 
This result seems to have been first recognized in ABRAHAM [2]. The general result 
may be found in FROLICHER & BUCHER [I, p. 130]. 
Next we recall a few facts about manifolds. For the basic definitions, see 
LANG [11 and ABRAHAM [1]. Our manifolds will be modelled on Banach spaces, 
or more generally topological vector spaces. For a manifold M, T M denotes the 
tangent bUDdie, and T* M denotes the cotangent bundle. For F: M - N. the tangent 
of F is denoted T F: T M ~ TN. The composite mapping theorem becomes 
T(FoG)=TFoTG. 
A (smooth) vectorfield is a CoD section of the tangent bundle; that is, a map X: 
M ~ T M such that to X is the identity, where t: T M - M is the projection. The 
vectorfields are denoted 9:(M) and the eGvectorfieJds (one forms) 9:* (M). 
We shall also consider as vectorfields, maps X: Dx eM - T M where Dx Co M 
is the domain of X, such that 
(i) Dx is a manifold modelled on a topological vector space; 
(ii) the inclusion i: Dx ~ M is smooth; 
(ill) Dx is dense in M: 
(iv) X: Dx - T M is smooth. 
We can similarly define k-forms with a domain. 
In practice we often bave X: Dx~TDx so X is a vectorfield on Dx; see, for 
example, the appendix to this section. 
A (local) flow ror X is a map. C=, 
F: (-t.&)xU-Dx 
where U is open in Dx. and &>0, such that 
(t=s), 
ror meDx: tile JeriL"aliL'e is taken using the topology of M. 
~ 
, 
, 
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If M is a linear space and X is linear, then F may be extended as a flow in M, 
but dF,ldt existing only on Dx. However, in the non-linear case the flow may be 
defmed only on Dx. For the linear case see YoSlDA [I, p. 246]. A non-linear exis-
tence theorem is given in the appendix. 
To avoid the local character, we shaIJ generally assume the flow to be complete; 
F: R xDx-+Dx, only for simplicity. 
Let '(M) denote the smooth real valued functions j: M-+R. If j: D,-+R; 
je§:"(D,) for a donlain D" we consider jas densely defined on M. Its derivative 
makes sense, however, only in D,. 
We let a-"(M) denote the exterior algebra of (smooth) k-forms on M and let 
II: ot(M) -+ rt+ I(M) 
denote the exterior derivatin. Recall that it is given by eX denotes that X is omit-
ted) 
I: 
~ I -(k+J)dw(Xo •. ··.X.)= ~(-l) Xi(w(XO.· ••• XI •. ··'X1») 
;=0 
where (X" XJ] is the Lie bracket of X,. XJe~(M) and X(f) =dj. X forje.F(M). 
In general, IX, Y] is not defined if X and Yare merely densely defined, but if X 
has domain Dx and je§'(M), Lxj=X(j)=dj· X has domain Dx as well. 
In addition. locally we have 
" (k + 1) II w(u). (vo • .... VII) = r (-I)'[Dw(u) . va (vo • ... , V" .... v,,). 
'-0 
The exterior derivative enjoys the usual properties and commutes with pull 
backs 
F.: Ol(N) _ a(M) for F: M - N smooth. 
(See t.J for the definition.) 
Let X be a vectorfield with domain DxeM and ~eaa:(M). Define the inner 
product by 
ix: Ol(M)-+ot-t(Dx). 
ix ~(m)(t'I' .... VI:_ I)= k or: (m)(X (m), VI' .... l't_l) 
for meDx and ,·,ET",Dx . 
Also, define the Lie derivative by 
Lx: U(M)-+ot(D); Lx=lIoix+lxoll. 
From the properties of II and Ix we deduce at once those for Lx. For example. 
Lx d=IILx • L"(ro,/J)=(L,, a.) "/J+or:" (Lx /J). etc. 
In fact. a simple computation from the formulas for II and Ix shows that locally. 
III 
Lx «(u) . (VI' .... pt)=Da.(u). X (u)· (VI' .... Pt)+ r a.(u). (VI' .... D X (u) . V, • .... pt) 
'-I 
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1.1. Theorem. Suppose X is a t'ectorj"eld on M w"th doma"n Dx and has flow 
F,: Dx-.Dx ' Thenfor each aeQl(M), we have 
d Ft.(Lxa)=Tt(F,*a), at r=T, 
on Dx (the derivalit'e uses the M topology). In particular, Lxa =0 implies F,*2 =a 
for allIeR on Dx. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result at T =0. Let l'l, ... , r:"eT.Dx , so that 
F, * a(u)· (Ill' .... v,,}=a(F,(u»). (T F, -Ill' ... , T F, '11,,). 
The result follows immediately by differentiating. using the chain rule. the leib-
nitt rule and the local formula for Lxa. 0 
If F: M -.N is a dirreomorphism. and X has domain Dx. we define F* X with 
domain F(D x) by 
F* X=T Fo X of-I, 
and this satisfies (F. =(F*)-1 =(F- 1)*), 
F*(ixa}=i,..xF*a 
and 
F*(Lx a)=L,.x F* a. 
Further. if X has flow F,: Dx-Dx , then F*Xhas flow FoF,oF- 1 as is seen at 
once by differentiation. 
We now introduce an important generalization of this. 
1.1. DefinitioD. Suppose F: D-D is a diffeomorphism on a domain DeM. 
We say F is admissible iff for each meD. T F(m) e.'(tends 10 a continuous linear map 
of T. Minto TT(",' M. Sometimes by admissible we shall just mean that T F(m) 
can be extended so thal,for example. TF· X makes sense. 
Clearly F- 1 is also admissible. 
If X and F have the same domain and F is admissible, then comments similar 
to those above apply. In particular. if X has an admissible flow F" then F,* X=X. 
As we shan see later, admissibility often holds in the Hamiltonian case. 
Other facts we shall use freely are the Poincare lemma (d a =0 implies a =d fJ 
locally). partitions of unity, orientability and integration on finite dimensional 
manifolds. See ABRAHAM [I, § 11, 12). 
Appendix: MOSER'S Theorem on Non-linear Flows 
MOSER'S approach [I. 2] seems to be the most promising at present for existence 
of solutions of non-linear partial differential equations. Here we outline his theorem 
for the case of flows. 
Let A be a finite dimensional (compact) manifold and C"(A) the space of maps 
from A to a normed space which are of class C" with the C"-norm (ABRAHAM 
[1. p. 168]). Fix a>O and pan integer. let B"(A) denote the maps 
U: (-a,a)xC(A)-C(A) 
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which are of class C1 in the second variable and differentiable in the rust in some 
containing space; e.g., L 2 (A), with 
uest+P(A) implies ~~ eB1(A). 
1.3. Theorem (MOSER). Using the above notation, suppose 
X: C+P(A) ...... C(A) 
is 0/ class C1 andfor each ueB'+P(A), heB'(A), the (time dependent) vectorfield 
has a C1 /low on Cl+p (called the linearized/low). 
Then/or each goeCHp there is a neighborhood V of go and t>O such that X 
has a/IoU' 
F: (-t,t) xy ...... Cl+ p. 
If the linearizedjlows are unique. so is F. 
Note that the hypotheses rely heavily on the linear theory. We have assumed A 
compact so we have the containing space Ll (A) and also smoothing operators 
(MOSER [1]); however, this is not essential. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider the map 
/: Blt.+p _ B"; au u .... Tt- Xou . 
By assumption, we can solve D/(u)· t:=h for t'. Conditions (11), (12), (14) of 
MOSER [1] hold locally by continuity and differentiability. For goeClc+p find v 
so cl·/ot=DX(g)· v,(go)+X(go). Choose V, t so 
X 0 u,-[DX(g). v,(g)+X(g)] 
is small for te( -t, e), ge V. With this, the hypothesis of MOSER'S theorem are 
satisfied. Further investigations along these lines with specific applications remain 
to be done; see also MOSER [2], and Section 8. 
§ 1. Symplecti~ Geometry 
The main structure on a manifold which allows us to do Hamiltonian mechanics 
is a symplectic structure. Much of this is/ormally the same as the finite dimensional 
case. 
1.1. Definition. A symplecti~ manifold (M, w) consists of a manifold M (model-
led on a Banach space) and a closed non-degenerate two-form w (symplecti~ form); 
that is, dw=O, and/or each meM, w~: T.,M ...... T: M; w~(v). w=w(m). (l" w) is 
an isomorphism (onto). We let w. =w; 1. 
Note that it is not enough to demand w(m). (I.', w)=O for all w implies v=O. 
2.2. Proposition. In 2.1, w,: TM -T· M is a vector bundle isomorphism. 
The proposition is clear using local charts. See also LANG [1, p. 8]. 
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. As an example, let E denote the Banach space of continuous real functions on 
(-1. 1] and F =E x E. Define we 0 1 (F) by 
I 
w(e,j).«t.,f.), (el.Jl»)= jU,el-f1e.)dSI, 
-, 
where ef denotes the pointwise product. Here w is closed (it is constant), and 
w(e,f) . «e"f,), (e1,fl» =0 for all (el.fl) implies (e,.f.) =0 (w, is a monomor-
phism). But w is Dot symplectic: since w, is not onto (use a c5-function). The reason 
for this will be evident below, where we also give positive examples (2.4). 
As uSl/al, we ",rite X,=(df)'=l weed!), for fe!F(M). More generally. we 
make the following: 
2.3. DefiDition. Let (M. w) be a symplectic manifold and X a "ectorfitld on M 
",;tll dumaill Dx. Defille X' a one1orm I!"irlr Jomain D.t by 
X'(nr)=2w,(m). X(m). 
Simi/arl)' dl!fi"t! 
Let fe!F(DJ). We say f is a Hamiltonian functloD (or is admissible) iff 
df(m): TmDJ .... R has a (unique) e:rtension to 
dfeT': M. 
Then define XJ = (clj)', a t'ectorfield with domain DXr = DJ , called the Hamiltonian 
Yectorfield of f. 
Suppose Dx'::) D •• Define 
Lx g=X(g)=dg. X e§(D,) 
tire Lie deriyatlye. We may similarly define Lxa for Dx '::) D •• 
Since ge!F(D.) need not be smooth on M, we do not have 
d 
Lx g=([i F, * g at t=O 
if X has flow F" In fact. conservation of energy must be proven by different 
techniques. See § 3. 
We shall see in examples later thtlt functions H: D .... R of interest are in fact 
Hamiltonian. 
Next we consider the canonical forms: 
2.4. Theorem. Let M be a manifold modelled on a Banach spare E and T· M its 
cotangent bundle. Define a one-form 0 On T* M by 
6(a .. )· w ... = -01:",' T't·(w ... > 
where 't*: T·M .... M b the projection, a",eT!M and w ... eTII",(T·M). Then 
w=dO;s a symplecticform on T* Miff E is ref/exit·e. (That ;s the map j: E .... E··; 
j(e). a =2(e) is on Isomorphi3m.) $(1111 -
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Further, local/y, using principal parIs, we hatoe 
w(u, ~)«e1' 1X1)' (el,1X1»=1 [1X1{e.)-IX,{el)]· 
Proof. Locally we have 8(u. %). (e, fJ)= -(X, e, so that by the local formula 
for dO (§ 1) we have the formula for w. From this formula it follows that w~ is 
a monomorphism. In fact, if (Xl' e1-cx1 • el =0 for all eleE, 1X1eE· then IXI =0 
(setting (Xl =0) and by the Hahn-Banach theorem (YOSIDA [I, p. 1071), el =0. 
Suppose that w is symplectic. Then for eeE·· there is e" IX, so 
w~(e,,1X1)' (el.1X1)=e(cxl)· 
Hence j(e1/2) =e or E is reflexive. Conversely if E is reflexive and (J = «(Xl> e)e 
£·xE** let j(f)=e; then 2w,(/,-cx)=«(X,e) since 2w~(f,-IX)·(el,cxt)= 
(Xlf+lX·e1=e·cx,+:l.et· 0 
From this proof we deduce the following: 
2.S. Corollary. Suppose XH is a Hami/tonian vectorfield on T· M [with E 
reflexire). Then identifying £ and E··, we ha,;e locally on UxE* 
XH(utcx)=(D1H(u.IX), -Dl H(u, cx» 
for (u, IX) in the domain of H. 
In particular, c: 1-+ U x E* is an integral curve iff c maps into the domain of H 
and 
dCI (t)/dl=Dl H(c1(I). Cl(I». 
dCl(t)/dl= -D, H(C,(I),('l(I» 
using the T* M-topology. (Hamilton's equations.) 
As we shall see later these equations give, in the special cases, equations for 
the electromagnetic field and SCHRC;DINGER'S equation. Of course if E is finite 
dimensional, they are the ordinary equations of Hamiltonian mechanics. 
POissoD brackets of one-forms cxe~*(m) (with (M, w) a symplectic manifold) 
are defined by 
Unfortunately. if (X or fJ is defined only on a domain D, this won't make sense. 
Therefore we restrict ourselves to Poisson brackets of functions. 
2.6. DeflDitioD. ut (M, w) be a s},mplectic manifold and f. g Hamiltonians 
defined on a domain Dc: M. Define the Poisson bracket {f. g}e ~ (D) b}' 
{f,g} (m)= -ix,ix, w(m)=2w(m)· (X/{m),X.(m»). 
Thus if the manifold is T* M, we have,locally, by 2.S, 2.4, 
{ft g}-Dl g. DI f-Dlf' D. g. 
2.7. Proposition. In the above, 
{f,d=Lx.i= -Lxlg· 
26 Arcb. RatiollA' Moch. AD.I., Vol. 2S 
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This follows immediately since 
df(d r)=2OJ(dJ', d g') 
as df=(dP>~. 
In case ClJ is locally given by 2.4 (the usual circumstance), it is easy to check 
that the Hamiltonian functions formally form a Lie algebra under the Poisson 
bracket, although {I, g} need not be a Hamiltonian function. 
If XH =Xx on a domain D, then Hand K differ by constants if D is connected. 
This follows as d(H - K) =0 on D. 
Finally in this section we study some properties of symplectic mappings (i. e., 
homogeneous canonical transformatioDS). 
2.S. Definition. Let (M, ClJ) be a symplectic manifold and F: D -D a smooth 
admissible map. We say F ;s symplectic iff F*ClJ =ClJ, on D. That is, F* (1* ClJ) =i* ClJ 
with i the inclusion map of D into M. 
We make a similar definition for F mapping between different symplectic 
manifolds. The main theorem on symplectic maps is as follows: 
2.9. Theorem. Let (M, ClJ) be a symplectic mani/old, Dc.M a domain and 
F: D - D an admissible diffeomorphism. Then the following are equiralent: 
(i) F is symplectic; 
(ii) for all t'ectorjields, (F*X)~=F*(X') if Dx=>D (or on any open subset 
of M); 
(iii) for a/l one-forms Of witlr D .. =:lD,(F*O!)~=F*(O!=) (or Oil any open subset 
of M); 
(iv) for any Hamiltoniall H, D1,=:lD, F* XH =XH.,-I (or on an)' open subset 
of M); 
(v) for ft g Hamiltonians with D,=D.=:l D, 
F*{f,g}={F* f.F* g} 
(or on any open subset of M). 
(Note that F admissible and f Hamiltonian implies f 0 F is Hamiltonian.) 
Classically this theorem is proven in the linear case, where there are no domain 
problems for F. 
Proof. First, (i) implies (ii) since at meD, 
(F* X)~. v=2ClJ(F* X,v)=2(F*OJ)(F* X, V) 
=2OJ(X, TF·v)oF 
which is just F*(X")' , .. Similarly we see that in fact (i), (ii), (iii) are equivalent. 
Second (iii) implies (iv) since 
F*(XH)=F*(dH)s=(F* dH)'=(dF* H)'. 
Third, (iv) implies (v) since 
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This computation for arbitrary fe'(M) also shows (v) implies (iv). 
Finally. (iv) implies (iii) since pointwise we can write er(u) -df(u) for some 
fe5i'(U) on a local chan. 0 
§ 3. Hamiltonian Systems 
A one parameter group F, is called Hamiltonian iff F, is symplectic for each 
feR. In this section we study the basic properties of such systems. From here on. 
flow means admissible flow. See 1.2ff. 
3.t. Theorem. Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold and X a vector/ield on M 
with domain D. Suppose X has flow F,: D - D. Then the following are equir;alent. 
(i) Lxw=O; 
(li) ixw;s closed; 
(iii) loca/ly on D n'e ma)' write X=XHfor some Hamiltonianfunction H. 
(iv) F,;s symplecticfor each teR; 
(v) locally there is a Hamiltonian H so that 
Lxf={f.H}. 
If D is a linear space. H in (ill) and (v) may be chosen globally (on all of D). 
Proof. Since w is closed. Lxw=dixw so (i) and (ii) are obviously equivalent. 
Also, ixCIJ =Xb so (ii) implies. by the Poincare lemma, that locally on D, XII =d H. 
Since X' is a one-form on the whole of TrnM, meD, it is clear that H is Hamil-
tonian (see 2.3). Similarly (iii) implies (ii). Clearly. by 2.7, (iii) and (v) are equivalent. 
Finally, (i) and (iv) are equivalent by 1.1. 0 
As usual, a vectorfield satisfying 3.1 is called locally Hamiltonian, and is glob-
ally Hamiltonian iff H can be chosen globally on D; i.e" ixwe01(D) is exact. 
The next proposition considers the linearized equations at a point. This is 
useful in verifying the hypotheses of MOSER'S theorem (1.3) for example. 
3.2. Proposition. Let (M. CIJ) be a linear symplectic manifold ..... ith CIJ: M x M -R; 
(CIJ is constant). Suppose X is a (non-linear) Hamiltonian vector/ield with linear 
domain Dx andfloll' F,. Then 
(i) for each meDx , 
DF,(m): D-D 
is a linear symplectic map; 
(ii) for each meDx we hau: the linear map 
DX{m): D-M 
satisfies 
CIJ(D X (m). 11,11)= -w(v,D X(m) • II) 
for u, veDx (a skew adjointness condition). 
In fOCI, both (i) and (ij) are equi.,'alent to the condition that X be Hamiltonian. 
Proof. (i) is just F,. CIJ = CIJ written out while (li) is just d (i x w) = O. See § 1. 0 
Next we prove cODSenation of euergy. 
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3.3. Theorem. Let XH be a Hamiltonian vectorfield with connected domain D 
and flow F,. Further. suppose F, has an invariant point. (For example the origin if 
the system is linear.) Then 
HoF,=H 
for all te R on D. 
Proof. As we remarked before, {H. H}=O is not sufficient. as H is not. in 
general. smooth on M. However. by 3.1. F, is symplectic. and so by 2.9. 
F, • X 8 = X H = X H • F •• 
the first equality following from the fact that any vectorfield is invariant under 
its own flow (§ 1). 
Therefore H - H 0 F, is constant on D. Ooing to the invariant point. we see 
that this constant is zero. 0 
Thus it is preservation of the symplectic form. rather than a direct argument. 
that gives us conservation of energy. This same technique will be applied also in 
§ S. It would be interesting to see if the hypothesis on the fixed point is really 
essential in non-linear examples. Our examples later all satisfy the hypotheses; 
only one example is non-linear. 
In § 5 we will develop some conservation laws special to function spaces. 
Therefore it is convenient to discuss the main example of a symplectic manifold 
at this point. The defmitions are of wide enough scope to allow for relativistic 
and multi-component systems such as the electromagnetic field and the Dirac 
equation. 
3.4. Definitions. Let 1t: V - A be a finite dimensional L'ector bundle ot'er A with 
imltr product ( • > on each fiber (it depends on aeA) and ( • >0 a non-degenerate 
symmetric bilinear form on the fibers of V. 
LeI a be a rolume on A with corresponding measure Jla and L1(A. V) the Hi/bert 
space of measurable functions f: A - Y which are sections of 1t: V - A and 
J (f(x)./(x» d Jla (x) < CXl 
A 
with inner product 
(f. g)= I (f(x). g(x» dJln(x). 
A 
Also. define the bilinear form 
(f. g)o = J (/(x). g(x»o d Ila(x). 
A 
The complexijication of Ll (A, V) is denoted CL2 (A, V) and is identified with 
L1 (A, V) x Ll (A. V) using standard notal/ons. For example, if f. ge eL2 (A. V) 
f=f1+if2' weletj=f1-i/2 and 
(f. g)o = I (/(x), g(x}}o d Jla(X) etc. 
A 
3.S. Theorem. In 3.2. C L2, (A. V) is a symplectic manifold with the symplectic 
form 
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where 1m denotes imaginary part and f=fl +ifz. In fact. identifying Lz(A. V) 
with Lz(A, V)* by means of < • )0' this is the natural symplectic structure (2.4). 
Proof. With the identification indicated. the natural symplectic structure 
(which is symplectic in view of 2.4, and the fact that every Hilbert space is re-
flexive) is 
as stated. 0 
Observe that the condition 3.2 (i) becomes, in this case: for all f. ge 
L 2 (A. V)nDx. 
(f. g)o=(Gzf. GI 8)0 
where DF,(m) =GI x Gz : and in particular. if .pF,(m) is complex linear (GI =Gz) 
then it is unitary, so extends as a map of Lz(A. V) onto Lz(A, V). The real linear 
case corresponds to classical continuum systems (§ 7) and the complex linear 
case corresponds to quantum mechanics (§ 8). 
The condition 3.2 (ti) in the complex linear case (i.e .• DX(m) is complex linear) 
is equivalent to iDX(m) being symmetric: 
(iDX(m)·f.g)o=(J.iDX(m). g)o 
for all f. geDx ' If iDX(m) has a seU-adjoint extension. then by STONE'S theorem 
the linearized equation has a flow. This is what 1.3 demands. 
Finally, we remark that the symplectic structure in 3.5 is naturally associated 
with the complex structure of the manifold. (This is a general phenomenon for mani-
folds with a KAhler structure.) 
§ 4. Lagrangian Systems 
The basic idea of a Lagrangian system is the same as in the finite dimensional 
case. See ABRAHAM [I, § 171. In the general case here, Lagrangian systems are 
suitable for describing conservative classical continuous systems (see § 7 for de-
tails). Quantum mechanics is a Hamiltonian, but Dot a Lagrangian system. 
Lagrangian systems are a special case of Hamiltonian ones. 
We also briefly recapitulate the elements of the Legendre transformation 
theory (which fails in the quantum mechanical case). 
First we recall the definition of second order equations: 
4.1. Definition. Let M be a manifold and X a l'eclorfield on T M with domain D. 
Then X is called a second order equation iff Tt 0 X is the identity on D where 
t: T M -+ M is the projection. 
If c: R -+D is an integral culTe of X (thaI is F,(m)formfixed) then tOe is called 
a base integral cone of X. 
The basic properties are: 
4.2. Proposition. (i) Suppose X is a vectorfield on T M with domain D and X 
possesses aflow. Then X is a second order equation ifffor all integral curves c: R -+D, 
lI'e have d 
Tt(-roc)=c at t=t 
(derivative in T M ). 
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(ii) X is a second order equation iff in local coordinates, 
• X(U, e)=(c,X leU, e») 
for (u, e) in the domain, and X" the second component of X. 
. 
. 
(iii) 1j X is a second order equation and c: R -+ M is a base integral curve in 
the domain, 
locally. (All derit'atit-es in time t, use the topology of M as usual.) 
Proof. TtoXis the identity iff for all integral curves c in D, Ttoc'(t)=c(t). 
But by the composite mapping theorem on M, Tto c' =(to c)'. Parts (ii) and (iii) 
follow at once from the definitions. 0 
Returning to lagrangians proper, we make 
4.3. DefiDltion. Let LeST(D) where Dc.TM isa (dense) domain, and where M 
is modelled on E. We say that L is a regular Lagrangian iff 
(i) vlfteD implies Tift Mc.D, 
(ii) if Lift =LI TIftM, then Lift is smooth in the M-topology, 
(iii) FL(t·".)=DLm(vlft): TIftM -+R has a (unique) extension to a map FL: 
T M -+ T* M which is a local diffeomorphism, 
(iv) for (u, e)eD,locally, D1 L(u, e) extends to a map in L(E, R). 
Also, if L is regular, we set 
where w is the symplecticform on T· M. 
Thus, WI. will be a symplectic form on T M. 
Notice that (iv) just means that L is a "Hamiltonian function" (in .view of 
(iii); see 2.3). 
4.4. Proposition. Suppose L is a regular Lagrangian on T M. Then locally we 
have: 
(i) F L(u,e)=(u,D1 L(u, e») 
for (u, e)eD; (so D1L(u, e) is smooth), 
(ii) 2WL(U, e) . «el' e2),(e3' e,,») 
=D1 Dl L(u, e). e3' e1 +D2 D2 L(u, e). e,,' e1 
-Dl D2 L(u, e)· e1 • e3 -D1 D1 L(u,e). e2' e3 
for (u, ejeD and all el' e2' e], e"eE. 
This proposition follows at once from the definitions and the local formula 
for Q) in 2.4. 
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4.5. Definition. Let L be a regular Lagrangian on T M. Define the actioD of L 
b), A: TM-R;A(w .. )=FL(w .. ).w", and the energy E of L with domain D by 
E=A-L. 
Thus, locally, A (u, e) =D2L(u, e)· e and E(u, e) = D2L(u, e) . e-L(u, e). 
By LElBNITZ' rule we find that, locally, 
Thus, in view of the regularity assumptions, E is a Hamiltonian function (2.3). 
The main theorem of this section is as follows: 
4.6. Theorem. Let L be a regular Lagrangian on T M, with energy E. Then using 
tire s),mplutic form WL' we hal'e 
(i) X £ is a second order equation with the same domain as L, say D, 
(ii) e: R - D is a base integral curre of X E in the domain iff 
d ( de) ( de) Tt D2 L e(f), Tt (f) =D1 L e(f), Tt (I) 
(Lagrange's equations,' using the M topology for dldt). 
Proof. By use of the explicit form for WL in 4.4 an easy computation shows that, 
locally, ., e/ 
Xl(u, e)=(e, D2 D2 L(u, e)-' {D 1 L(u, e)-D. D2 L{Jl. e)· en 
.. 
(just verif)' X£,=DE, given above). 
Thus from 4.2, X E is a second order equation and c is a base integral curve iff 
~:f ';'D l D2 L(e, e')-1 {Dl L(c, c')- Dl Dl L(e, e')· e'}. 
This gives the Lagrange equation, since we may apply the chain rule on M, 
DlL(u, e) being smooth on M (smoothness on D would not suffice). 0 
Of course in the finite dimensional case these are the usual Lagrange equations. 
For continuum systems they give the standard density Lagrange equations. (Sec § 7.) 
Finally we describe the Legendre transformation. We are brief and omit 
proofs as they are essentiaJJy the same as ABRAHAM [I, § 18] with modifications as 
indicated above. 
4.7. Remarks. A Lagrangian Lon T M is called byperregular iff in addition to 
being regular, FL is a (global) diffeomorphism. 
In this case we let H=EoFL -1, so that obviously the flows of XH on T- M 
and XE on TM are related by conjugation, as FL is symplectic. The domain of H 
is FL(D) (and carries the same topological structure). 
Thus, ere,.)' hyperregu/ar Lag,.angian on T M is eqult'alent to a Hamiltonian 
system on T- M. 
Conversely. since M is assumed modeJJed on a reflexive space (see 2.4), we may, 
given H on T- M, construct FH: T- M -T--M=::TM and demand it extend to 
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a diffeomorphism, as in 4.3; tbat is, H is byperregular (we also assume tbat H 
is a Hamiltonian function). 
WethendefineE=Ho(FH)-t, A=Go(FH)-t andL=A-EwhereG=8{XR) 
, is the action of H; 6 the canonical one-form. All functions have the obvious 
domains. 
Then we find that L is hyperregular and in fact. FL=(FHr 1• Moreover L 
has action A and energy E. We call FL the Legendre transformation. 
Thus every hyperregular Hamiltonian system on T· M is equivalent to a La-
grangian system on TM. 
For a discussion of geodesics in the infinite dimensional case (here things 
are greatly simplified as the domains arc all of M) see LANG [1, p. 109]. (Un-
fortunately, this includes no examples of physical interest but nevertheless is a 
good mathematical illustration of a Hamiltonian system. Of course when things 
are smooth on all of M, the more usual techniques can be used; for example, in 
3.3 the fixed point assumption is unnecessary.) 
Chapter Two: Hamiltonian Methods 
§ S. Symmetry Groups and CODSe"atioD Laws 
Symmetry groups provide aD important practical method for obtaining con-
servation laws. For example, angular momentum in quantum mechanics or energy-
momentum in electromagnetic theory are obtained by exploiting rotational and 
translational symmetry respectively. 
Tbe motivation is the same as in the finite dimensional case, smooth or not 
(sec ABRAHAM [I, § 22] and MARSDEN [2]). 
An important kind of symmetry action in a function space is one generated 
by an action on an underlying manifold A (see 3.3), and so we develop conservation 
laws special to this casc. 
S.l. Definitions. If G is Q finite dimensional Lie group, and M is a 1nIJ1Jifoid 
(infinite dimensional, sa)"), an action of G on M (sometimes called a transformatioD 
group) is a homomorphism 
tI>: G ... Diff M: g .... tI>. 
where Difl M is the group of diffeomorphisms on M. We do not assume tI> is smooth 
in geG (this isfalse in the important applications). 
If X is a left invariant vectorfield on G, with flow Fit we have a corresponding 
flow F: on M; 
where eEG is the identity. We let X' denote the infinitesimal generator of F: and 
assume x' Iuu a domain D with a structure making X': D ... T M smooth. X' is an 
infinitesimal traDsformatiOD. 
The action til is called symplectic iff M is a symplectic manifold and "'. is sym-
plecticjo,. each geG. 
Tbus an action ,z, is symplectic iff each Fa' is symplectic iff each X' is locally 
Hamiltonian. The fundamental conservation theorem is as follows: 
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5.2. Theorem. Let (M, (I)) be a symplectic manifold, Xn a Hamiltonian vector-
field on M (with domain D), and 4J a symplectic action on M. Suppose that 4J is a 
symmetry action of H; that is,/earoes the domain of H inrariant and H 0 4J, =H on D. 
Also, suppose Xn has flow F, with a fixed point and XK is an infinitesimal trans-
formation of 4J with connected domain DE';;)D. 
Then K is a constant of the motion. That is, Ko F,=K on the domain D. 
Proof. (As in 3.3, the classical proof using Poisson brackets is fallacious here.) 
Since F, is symplectic, F,.X,.=X,..F. by 2.9. We claim that also, F •• XK.=XK 
which will prove the resultas in 3.3. For this, it suffices to show thatF,o F; of_.=F; 
where F; is the flow of X,.. This is equivalent to F; 0 F,o F -r =F,. or F:.Xn =Xn. 
But since F: is symplectic by assumption we have F;. X n = X H 'F~' But H 0 F; = H 
since H is invariant under the action of 4J. 0 
Below we shall determine K explicitly in the most important cases. 
First, we consider the action of a group in the cotangent bundle case: 
S.3. Theorem. Let M be a manifold and 4J an action on M. Define an action 
on T*/If by 
Then 4J. is a symplectic action on T* M using the natural symplectic structure. 
(Assume M is modelled on a reflexil'e space,' see 2.4.) 
Further, if X' is an infinitesimal generator of 4J, and X *, is the corresponding 
onefor 4J*, 
X·'=XP(X·) 
u'here P(X') is Ihe Hamiltonian function giL-en by 
P(X')(~ ... )=~ ... (X'(m») 
and domain U{T: M: m lies in the domain of X'}. 
We call P(X') the momentum corresponding to X'. 
In the finite dimensional case P is in fact a Lie algebra homomorphism, and 
this "correspondance principle" was used in the original transition to quantum 
mechanics. (See MARSDEN [2] for details.) 
Proof of 5.3. The proof of ABRAHAM [1, 14.16] shows that 4J* is a symplectic 
action, and further (4J:>.8=6. Then if F: is the flow of X', (F: ·).8=8, or 
Lx •. 8=0. Therefore since Lx =do ix+ixod and ix(l)=X', we find X· ' =XjOwhere 
P= -8(X·'). But 8(X· ')0 a", = 8 (:x..) 0 X·'(:x .. } = -ex .. , T,·oX·(a",), and 
Tr• 0 X· = X 0 't from the nows. Hence the result. 0 
Thus if a symmetry aclion is of the cotangent bundle rariety, the conserved 
quantities are P(X'). 
Next we specialize further: 
S.4.1beorem. Consider M=L1(A, Y) described in 3.4. Suppose 'P is a smooth 
action on A and leares the volume !2 invariant. On M, define an action by 
4J.U)=!o 'P,-I. 
.. 
.. 
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Then if X is an infinitesimal generator on A (we assume X is smooth on A), 
an infinitesimal transformation on M is 
X'(f)=-Lxl 
so the domain of x' contains the smooth functions on A, and iX' has a self-adjoint 
extension. 
Furthermore, we have 
(i) if H is a Hamiltonian on T* M, His im'ariant under 41* iff 
H(fo 'P)=H(f) 
for f in the domain of H;f=(fl.fz)=fl +ifz; 
(ii) P(X')(fl./2)=j (/l.Lxf2)odPa=HiLxf,f)o 
A 
(the "expectation" of the symmetric operator iLx)./or f 1,f2 smooth. 
If (i) holds and X H has a flol\' with a fixed point, then the functions P(X') in 
(ii) are constants of the motion. 
Proof. Since 'P, is volume preserving, it clearly maps Lz into itself. Now if 
F, is the flow of X, that of X' is F,*(f)=foF_" so by differentiation X'(f)= 
-Lxi· 
Statement (i) is clear from the definitions, as is (ii), using the identifications of 
3.4.3.5 and the fact that, since 'P, is volume preserving. i Lx is a symmetric operator. 
The last statement follows at once from 5.2 and 5.3. 0 
Thus in these circumstances, we obtain the constants of motion quite explicitly. 
For example, if 'P is a group of rotations, then i Lx are just the quantum mechanical 
angular momentum operators. We use the first expression for classical continuous 
systems. 
Also note that if P(X') and P(Y') are as in 5.4, then P((X, y]')={P(X'), 
P(Y')} and {P(X'), P(Y')}(f)=2(i(Lx , L"lf.f)o. which is a standard remark in 
quantum mechanics. That is, if i Lx and i L" are constants of the motion. so is 
(iLx, iL,,). For further discussion see § 8. 
§ 6. Canonical Transformations 
The treatment of canonical transformations is similar to the finite dimensional 
case, so that we shall be brief here, mainly emphasizing the points of departure. 
We begin with time depeDdeDt systems. 
6.1. DeflDitioDS. Let (M, w) be a symplectic manifold. R the reals, R x AI the 
product manifold and n 1: R x M - R, nz: R x M - M the projections, and j': M-
R x M the injection at time t. 
Put w=nu w, called the coDtact form. 
Afunctionf: DeR x M -R K'ith dense domain D is called a HamUtoDiaD fUDC-
tion (time dependent) ifffor each teR, 
I,: D,eM-R 
"... 
\ 
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is a Hamiltonian function (2.3), where D,=U,)-l (D), the domain at time t, and 
fr=foj'. (The situation is somen'hal simpler if Dr does not depend on t, so that 
D=RxDo·) 
If K: DcR x M .... R is a Hamiltonian function, put 
ru,,=iiJ+ d K" dXI 
a two-form with domain D (dK" dX I =dMK "dxl)' called the Cartan form. 
Let! denote the unit vectorfield: 
t(t,m)={t, 1,0)e TCR xM):::::TR x T M. 
A time dependent vectorfield on M is a map X: DcRxM-TM such that 
for each teR, X,=Xoj' is a t'ectorfield with domain Dr. 
We say X bas a flow iff the vectorfield X: D-T(R xM); X =!+X hasaflow. 
If H: DcR x M -R is a Hamiltonianfunction, we put 
for (t, m)eD, andfor f, g with the same domain, 
{f, g} (t, m)={f" g,l (m). 
or course for a system with time dependent Hamiltonian, energy is not con-
served. We leave it to the reader to develop conservation laws in the time dependent 
case. See ABRAHAM [I, p. 136] and follow the methods of § 5. 
The proof in ABRAHAM [I, p. 136] shows that for a Hamiltonian H: DcR x 
M - R, ill is the unique vectorfield with domain D, so iXH ru" =0 and iXH dx 1 = 1. 
Also, if ~ is a k-form on R x M with domain D, then IX = PI + pz "d7t, where {J I 
and pz are I:ertical forms; that is, j~ PI=O implies PI=O. (Choose PI(t, m)· 
(VI' .•. , t~t)=oc(t, m)· (VI", ... , t't") where vI) denotes the component along M, and 
pz (t, m) . (t', • ... , t't_l) =k~(I, m) . (t, v,", ... , t'%-l)') 
6.2. Definition. Let (M, w) and (N, p) be symplectic manifolds. A canonical 
transformation is an (admissible) map 
F: D-D' 
where D cR x M and D' cR x N are domains such that 
(i) for each te R, Fr =Xl 0 Fol is a diffeomorphism of Dr onto D;; 
(li) for each (t, m)eD, F(t. m) is differentiable in t using the M, N topologies; 
(iii) x, 0 F=XI or F preserves time; 
(iv) there is a Hamiltonianfunction KF .... ith domain D such tlrat on D, 
The main theorem on canonical transformations is the following: 
6.3. Theorem. Let (M, w) and (N, p) be symplectic manifolds and F: D - D' 
satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) of 6.2. Then the following are equ;t~Qlent: 
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(i) F is canonical; 
(ii) for all Hamiltonians H with domain D', there is a KH (KH = H 0 F + XF) 
so that on D, 
(iii) F, is symplecticfor each I and there is a XF on D so F.!=Xxr on D; 
(iv) F, is symplectic for each I and for all Hamiltonians H on D', there is a 
H --K so F. XH =XXH on D; 
(v) there is a Hamiltonian K, on D so that for 01/ Hamiltonians H on D', 
F.XH=XxH 
w/rere KH =HoF+K,. 
Since the proof is a fairly simple modification of ABRAHAM [1, § 21], together 
with previous remarks, we omit it. Roughly, a map is canonical if it preserves 
the form of time dependent Hamiltonian systems with a given domain. We call 
K, the generatiDg function. 
Next we show that the evolution of a time independent Hamiltonian system is 
given by a canonical transformation. 
6.4. Theorem. Let (1\;/, w) be a symplectic manifold and H a Hamiltonian with 
domain D. Suppose XH has allow F,. Then the map 
i: RxD-RxD; i(I,m)=(t,F(t,m» 
;s a canonical Irons/ormation with domain R x D. In fact, F transforms H to equi-
librium; that is, XB =0 and Ki= -H. 
Proof of 6.4. Clearly, (i), (ii), (iii) of 6.2 hold, and, by 3.1, F, = F, is symplectic. 
Then by 6.3 it suffices to show 'i.r=X- H • But the flow of r is G,(s, m) =(t+s, m), 
so that 
i-Io G,o F(s, m)=(s+ t, F( - t, m», 
by the group propeny of the flow. But this is exactly the flow of X-B' 0 
Similarly, the map i- t is a canonical transformation with Ki-' =H. 
Finally we state the Hamilton-Jacobi theorem. This does not seem to be in the 
literature in the infinite dimensional case, but the same proof as in ABRAHAM 
[I, p. 144-146] holds. 
6.5. DefinitioD. Let E be a reflexir:e Banach space and S: R x Ex E -R a map. 
Let 
S,: ExE-R; S,(e .. e2)=S(t, e"e2)' 
and suppose there is a domain D cR x E x E such that a SIc t exists on D and also 
suppose 
and 
F2 S: R xE x E - R x T· E; (t, et t ell - (I, e2, Dz S,(e" e2» 
are diffeomorphisms. Under these circumstances we call S a principal faoctiOD. 
(We maya/so suppose S is defined only on D.) 
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6.6. Theorem. If S: R xE xE -.R is a principal function, then G= -FlSo 
(Fl S)-I; R x T* E -+R x T* E is a canonical trans/ormation with domain (F1S)(D) 
and 
on (F1S)(D). Furthermore, if H is a Hamiltonian with domain G(F1S(D»= 
Fl SeD), G trans/orms H 10 equilibrium iff, on D, 
As in the finite dimensional case, this is a specialized method for finding the 
flow of XH which can be expected to work in only certain problems (e.g., quantum 
mechanical harmonic oscillator). 
Some main theorems of the finite dimensional case do not hold in general. 
We have in mind the Hamiltonian flow box and closed orbit theorems (ABRAHAM 
[1, p. 142, 178]). To recover these we need to assume the domain of H is all of 
M, and H is smooth on M. These are severe restrictions in practice, but we sketch 
the theorems in the Appendix anyway. 
Appendi.-c: Hamiltonian Flow Box Theorem 
For the theorems here to be applied, the crucial assumption is smoothness 
on M. This rarely occurs in examples of physical interest. However, here we don't 
require the symplectic form to be an isomorphism, but only that it be non-degen· 
erate, so the spaces can be adjusted. For example, by use of somewhat artificial 
spaces, the theorem applies to the wave equation which is, in fact, Hamiltonian; 
see MARSDEN [I]. 
6.7. Lemma. LeI M be a Banach manifold, Xe~(M) and X(m)+O. Then there 
is a charr at m, U = V x 1,1 =( -a, a)for a>O such that for each t'e V, the mopping 
t .... (t·, t) is an integral (tIrre of x. 
See ABRAHAM [1, p. 79] or ABRAHAM [3. p. 58] for the proof. 
6.8. Theorem. Let M be a symplectic manifold modelled on a Banach space, 
Hes*(M) and dH(m)+O. Then there is a chart U at m such that U=lxJx W; 
1 =( -a, a), J =( -t, t) and the following hold: 
(i) for e, weJ x W; t .... (t, e, w) ;s an integral curt:e of XH ; 
(ii) H(t, e, w)=e-H(m); 
(iii) w=wo+dt"dH 
where c.t)o is a tw010rm on J x W. 
Proof. Using 6.7, write U=] x V locally. Now H(t, v)=H(t', v) for all t, t'el, 
by conservation of energy. Hence H defines a smooth mapping on V and dH+O. 
By the implicit mapping theorem we may write V=Jx Wwhere H(t, e, w)=H(e). 
Now_define F: 1 xU -.1 xU; (t', u) .... (t',~: (u») =(t', t+t', e, K') if u=(t,e, K'). 
By 6.4, Fis a canonical transformation with F.w=w-dH "dt'. 
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Define i:U-+/xU; (t,e,w)t-+(t.(O,e.w» and note that Foi(t,e,w)= 
(t, (t, e. w»). and 
as 1tlO Fo i is the identity. 
Hence w=i.F.w=i.w-i.(dH I\dl'). But Hoi=H (consefYation of energy) 
and t' 0 I = I (abuse of notation). 
Therefore let Wo = i. w which is given by 
As an application of this theorem we consider the global geometric problem 
of closed orbits. It is the analogue of a more refined version in the finite dimensional 
case (ABRAHAM [I. p. 178]). 
We first recall a few facts. A closed orbit of a vectorfield, is an integral curve 
c: (-a.a)-+M such that C(T)=C(O) for some T>O, but c(t)+c(O) for O<I<T. 
Then c may be extended to Rand c(R) is compact. 
A traDSvenal section of X at meM is a submanifold S of M such that T.S(f) 
X(s)=T.Mfor seS. 
If c is a closed orbit of X and S a transversal section of mec, a Poincare map is 
a diffeomorphism 8: Wo -+ WI such that 
(i) WOo WI cS are open (in S) neighborhoods of m; 
(ii) there is a ~e'(WQ) so 
8(s)=F(s, f-~(S» 
where F is the now of X; and 
(iii) if O<t<T-c5(s), F(t, s), WOo 
We may now prove local existence and uniqueness of Poincare maps exactly 
as in ABRAHAM [I, p. 159]. Finite dimensionality is not required. 
We may also prove (ABRAHAM [1,28.4]): 
6.9. Propositioa. Let M be a symplectic manifold modelled on a Banach space, 
He!F(M) and c a closed orbit of XH • Then there is a local transl'ersal section S 
and a Poincare map 8: Wo -+ WI such that 
. // 
(i) 8.001 =wo-dfJl\dH, c5 as abol'e and WI =i.w i: W1-+M (ClJo similarly 
defined); 
(ii) there are submanifolds I., on which H is constant, as in 6.8 such that S ('\ I., 
are submanifolds (W of 6.8) and 8. (C01)0 = (coo)o where (ClJ1)0 is ClJo of 6.8 on S ('\ I.,. 
With a slight change of hypotheses we can also recover the closed orbit theorem. 
(The proof is essentially the same.) 
6.10. Theorem (ABRAHAM). Let M be a symplectic manifold modelled on a 
Banach space, He!F(M) and c a closed orbit 0/ XH • Locally, in the notalion 0/6.8 
suppose "': Jx W-+Jx W; ",(e, w)=8(e, w)-w has D1",(0, 0) an isomorphism. 
Then/or some 6>0 and all e'e(e-e, e+e), where H(c)=e there is a closed orbit 
oj energy e'. Moreover, this collection 0/ closed orbits is diffeomorphic 10 a cylinder. 
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In the finite dimensional case the condition is one on the spectrum of the flow. 
Presumably something similar holds in general. 
Chapter Three: Applications 
§ 7. Some Consenatin Classical Continuum Systems 
Here we study some cOllserratiu classical continuum systems from the La-
grangian point of view. Typical systems are vibrating plates and the electromagnetic 
field. 
7.J. Definitions. Let r.: I' -+ A be a rector bundle OL'er an orientable manifold A 
alld consider the space 
discussed in 3.4. ldth bilill(!Qr form 011 L:z (A, V); 
(i, g)o= J (f(a), g(o»o dJlo(o). 
A 
The kinetic energy function is defined by 
Let U' e1mote the z'ector bundle orer A x V lrhosef;ber Ol'er (m, t');s L(T",A,T" V) 
and for f: A -- V define T f: A -+ Ii' as T f(a) is the linear map T / on the fiber over 
a to thc fiber OL'er f(o). We O/tCIl llrite D f for Tf considered this wa)'. (W ;s called 
a jet bUlldle; see ABRAHA~I [3, p. 19].) 
A potential density is a smooth mal' 
II: AxVxW-+R. bounded on A, 
and the corresponding potl!mial ellergy Vh , defined on smooth functions, is gil'tn by 
Vh(il·f:z)= J h(x.fl(x), Df,(x)}dpo(X)' 
A 
The Lagrangian Lh corresponding to a polell1;al density ;s defined by 
How one might relax the smoothness assumptions is indicated in Appendix B, 
following § 8. 
In coordinate language, " is considered a function of x',fi(x'), e/i/ox'. To 
maintain the coordinate free spirit it is necessary to introduce some more notation 
at this point. 
7.2. Lemma. In the above notatioll, suppose K: W-+R is a smooth map, linear 
on fibers. Then there is a unique smooth map 
(-
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linear on fibers such that 
J K· Df(x) dPa(x) = - J diva K ·f(x) dpa(x) 
A A 
for et'ery smooth section f: A - V with compact support (jeL1(A., V». We call 
diva K the divergence of K. 
Proof. Uniqueness is clear. For existence, using a partition of unity, it is enough 
to work in a coordinate chart. Write f =(/1, •.. ,r) and K· Df =K1 . D/' + ... + 
K".Dr. Thus each component KJ represents a vectorfield, and KJ • DJi=LgJi. 
But 
J KJ. Dfi dPa= - J /J LKJO A A 
by STOKES' theorem (see MARSDEN [2, § 3]), and LgJ!2=divaKJO by definition of 
divergence. Therefore we may take 
'" diva K ·f= L (divaKJ) ·fi. 
J-I 
proving the assertion. 0 
(It is also easy to see that these "multiveclors", or derivations on the sections 
of V are isomorphic to the sections of the bundle whose fibers are L(T.· M, 
n-l(m) ... V.) over M.) 
From the above proof we see that divnK may be computed locally like the usual 
divergence. 
The main theorem of this section is as follows: 
7.3. Theorem. In 7.1, suppose VII is smooth on a domain D consisting of smooth 
functions with compact support, or which vanish sufficiently rapidly at infinity so 
STOKES' theorem (integration by parts) in 7.2 applies. (If D consists of smooth 
functions (say with compact support) with the topology 0/ uniform convergence on 
compact sets this is guaranteed by the composition theorem quoted in § l.} 
Then the/ollowing hold: 
(i) L. is a regular and hyperregular Lagrangian with energy E=T+ V, 
(li) COL is the symplectic/orm of 3.S, 
(iii) ft(t, x} is a base integral curve of X£ in D iff 
a:~t ... {Dz/r(x.fl (t. x), D/. (t, x»-diva D3 h(x.f. (I, x). Dfl (t. x)}' 
where k~ is defilled by 
«k::(x), g(x»o =k· g(x);/or k: V -R). 
(iv) if /1(t. x) is a base integral curve in D, Ihen 
~ 1 ( af,' • a:,1) 0 dPa+ 1 h(x,fl (I, x). Dfl (I. x) dpa(x) 
is constant In t (assume the/low has afixed point, or is linear; see 3.3). 
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Proof. First we check that L" is a Hamiltonian function. Now we have (see § 1) 
DY,,(f1,f2)' (81' g2) 
= J D2 h(X.!l(X), D/1(X»)' il dpo(x) + J D3 h(x,fl(X),D/l (x»). Dil dJlo(x) 
= J D% h (x, 11 (x), DII (x»). i. dJlo(x)-J divo D3 h(x,/, (x), DIl (x»). ildJlO, 
by tbe lemma. Thus for 11 eD, it is clear that this bas an extension to all g 1 eL2(A, Y). 
Also, DT(fl,/2)' (gtt g2)=(/2' g2)0, by Leibnitz' rule, which also extends. Thus 
L" is Hamiltonian. 
Clearly FL,,=DT, so that (i) and (ii) are obvious by definition. 
Finally, (iii) is just Lagrange's equations (4.6), and (iv) is conservation of 
energy (3.3). 0 . 
In a coordinate chart with the Euclidean metric, the equations become the 
usual Lagrange density equations: 
a2 I' a h II a a h 
a;r= aJ' -J~ a;r a(:G)' 
(However, 7.3 is more general, holding in general relativity, for example, in 
which case the indices in the above equation must be correctly positioned.) 
For example, choosing potential density 
h(xl, li(x'), ali/ax')=! L (alilax')2 
I.i 
results in the classical wave equation. For the proper choice of domains and the 
existence of the flow, we refer to YOSIDA [1, Ch. XIV]. 
Another example of importance is the electromagnetic field, which we briefly 
sketch: Here we take Vto be a four dimensional bundle over A (with A considered 
as a space like 3-surface) with a metric g, and take < , ) to be a bilinear form on Y 
of Lorentz type. Elements of L2 (A, Y) are called the "four potentials". For h. 
take 
h(x,/(x),D/(x)=!G(D/,Df)-(f,J)o < '>10 
where J is some fixed element of L2 (A, V) called the "four current" and G is the 
natural metric on linear maps induced by g and < , >0' 
In the flat case the equations reduce to tbe usual wave equation with source 
a2 I' II 02 I' 
a=rt = L 7J%"a +J'(x). i-l x 
In electromagnetic theory the flow preserves the symplectic structure <, )0, 
called Lorentz invariance, and conservation of energy is known classically as 
Poynting's theorem. 
The motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field without radiation 
reaction is a Hamiltonian system, but the general case is not (even the coupled 
system or the particle and fields). For details and more physics, see ROHRUCH [1]. 
The conservation theorems again yield standard results in this case. The electro-
magnetic field will be coupled with the Dirac wave equation in the next section. 
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In 3.2 we examined infInitesimally the Hamiltonian case. The real linear case 
oa:urs often for classical continuum systems, so we restate that result in this special 
case. 
7.4. 'Theorem. In 3.4, 3.5 suppose X is a real linear vectorfield on the symplectic 
manifold 
M=TL1(A, V)=L2 (A, Y) xL2(A, Y) 
with domain D andllow F,: D -. D, also real linear. Then thelollowing are equivalent: 
(i) X is Hamiltonian; 
(ii) X=Xa , where X=(X1, Xl) and on D. 
H(fl' Il)=! {(X 1 (/'./l)./l)o-(X 2(f"f2),/l)0}; 
(ill) X salis/ies 
(/%, Xl (gl' 8Z»0+(X2(fl.!2)' 81)0=(X 1(811 82),/1)0+(82 , XI (fl.I,J)o 
for all U"J2), (gl' gl)eD; 
(iv) F, is symplectic; 
(v) F, satis/ies; if F,=(F,I. F,l). 
(fb 12)0= (F,2 lit F,2 f,)o 
Jor all U"J1JeD. 
Further, if X Is a second order equation, (ii) and (ill) become, respectiL'ely 
(ii') X = X II. where 
H(f •• 12)=!(f2 ./2)0-!(X2(fl' f 2),/.)0 
and (iii') X satisfies 
(X l(gl' gl),fl)O=(Xl(fltfl)' gl)o, 
Notice that in (ii'). H automatically has a kinetic energy tenn. The theorem 
follows at once from 3.2 and the definitions. These conditions are in fact quite 
useful. For example, we can see at once that the wave equation is Hamiltonian and 
use (ii') to compute the Hamiltonian (conserved). but that the heat equation is not 
Hamiltonian. 
Although the basic conservation laws were given in section S, we repeat the 
theorem in this special case for reference: 
7.s. Theorem. Let X be a real linear Lagrangian system on Ll (A, V) x Ll (A. V) 
with domain D andflow F,. Let ~ be a volume preserving smooth aClion on A leat'ing 
D invariant. Let Y be some inlinitesimal generator oj ~ with domain Dr':J D. Then 
if Xl denotes the second component oj X and we hal:e 
X 2(fl'fl) 0 ~=Xl(fl 0 ~.Jlo~) 
for allfl.f2 in D, tlren Ilrefollowingfunclion is a constant of the motion: 
P(Y)(f"fl)= J (fl' Lr 12)0 dJlQ • 
.. 
This follows at once from 5.4 and 7.4. 
Of course the conservation laws are valid in the non-linear case as well. but 
the conditions are not so easy to state as transformation laws on the differential 
equations. 
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§ 8. Quantum MecbaDica1 Systems 
Here we study quantum mechanical systems in the sense of SCHRODINGEll and 
DIRAC as special cases of Hamiltonian systems. These systems are not of Lagran-
gian type (§ 4) in contrast to the conservative classical continuum systems of the 
preceeding section. Nevertheless, all the basic theorems about Hamiltonian 
systems do apply. 
We are mainly interested in the abstract case, although the coupled Maxwell 
and Dirac systems will be outlined. 
As we saw before, Poisson bracket techniques (here commutators) are of limited 
use, principally because of domain and smoothness problems. This difficulty is 
well known. However, we can recover the basic conservation laws using the 
methods of § 5. 
8.1. Definition. In 3.4 consider CL2 (A, V)=M with 'he natural symplectic 
structure and < , )0 positive definite. A quantum mecbaDical system is a Hamiltonian 
vectorfield X on M such that X is complex linear on a linear domain D and X has 
a complex linear flow Fr. 
The basic characterization of quantum mechanical systems is as follows: 
8.2. Theorem. Suppose X is a complex linear vectorfield on CL2 (A, V) and has 
a complex linear flow. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is Hamiltonian; 
(ii) X=XH wherefor feD, the domain of X, 
H(f)=Hi X(J),f)o; 
(iii) i X is symmetric; for allf, geD, 
(I X (f), g)o=(J, 1 X (g»o; 
(iv) F, is symplectic; 
(v) Fr is unitary,'for alll,geD, 
(Fr(f), Fr(g»o=(j, g)o· 
In each case, Fr extends as a continuous (unitary) map Fr: M -+M. 
Although this is a special case of 3.2, it is instructive to see the details. 
Proof. That (i) and (iv) are equivalent was proven in 3.1. Now (iv) and (v) 
are equivalent, for (v) asserts that (Fr I, Fr g)o =(f, g)o t so in particular the imag-
inary part is preserved (see 3.4). Since F. is complex linear, preserving the imag-
inary part implies the inner product is preserved (replace f by if). 
Now X~(f). g=Im(X(f), g}o so that dX~ =0 iff 
2dX"(j)' (g, h) =lm (X (g), h)o-Im(X(h), g)o=O. 
Thus (i) is equivalent to 
1m (X (g), h)o-1m(X(h), g)o=O 
that is, iX is symmetric. 
From the expression for XII, it is clear that a suitable Hamiltonian is 
H(f)=t(iXU),I)o 
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which. by symmetry of i X is clearly a Hamiltonian function (2.4). This proves the 
theorem. 0 
8.3. Corollaries. (i) If X is a Hamiltonian vector/ield, X (on a possibly larger 
domain) possesses aflow iff there exists a self-adjoint extension of iX; 
(ti) In 8.2. ';(t, x) is an integral curve of X In its domain iff 
a.; 
I Tt=Hop(';) 
where Hop=iX is the energy operator (alot in M); 
(iii) in 8.2 if .; (t, x) ;s an integral curve in the domain. then 
(Hop 1/1,1/1)0 
is constant in time. 
Note: 1. With the appropriate selection of V, Hop. the equation in (ii) is the 
Schr6dinger or Dirac equation. 
2. Conservation of energy (iii) does not require any assumptions about the 
spectrum of Hop (e.g., that it be discrete). 
The proof of 8.3 is clear. (i) is just STONE'S theorem, (ii) is just HAMILTON'S 
equations and (iii) is conservation of energy 3.2. For the standard cases. (i) is 
proven in KATO'S basic paper [I]. Appendix B indicates how to deal with cases 
in which X cannot have a self adjoint extension, corresponding to singular. that 
is. distributional potentials. 
Next we consider the relation between Poisson brackets and commutators. 
8.4. ProPOSitiOD. Suppose R is a symmetric linear operator in CLz(A, JI) 
with domain D; define 
Rs: D-+R; Rs(f)=i(R(f).f)o 
its expectationfunction. Then if Rs;s continuous in D. Rs is a Hamiltonian/unction, 
and/or two such symmetric operators with the same domain, 
i{RE' Ss}=[R, Sl£. 
Proof. From 8.2 we have X 1(" = - i R. so that 
{RF' SF} (f) =2 QJ(X1(c' Xsc)(f) 
:: ~ {(i R(f). i S(f»o-(i S(f), i R(f)o} 
= - ~ (RS(f)-SF(f).f)o. 
The last step is really formal as S(f) need not be in the domain of R. although 
this may often be assumed. In general the expression is defined by the previous 
line. 0 
Note: 8.4 should not be confused with any correspondence principle between 
Poisson brackets and commutators. (See MARSDEN [2, § 9].) Here the Poisson 
brackets are commutators. To apply Poisson brackets to the equations of motion 
it is necessary to assume Rand S are bounded operators. 
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For' a discussion of the existence of flows in the time dependent case, see 
DERGUZOV & JAKUBOVIC [I]. 
Although the basic conservation laws were treated in § 5, we repeat the theorem 
in this case: 
8.5. Theorem. Let X be a quantum mechanical system on M = CLl (A, Y) with 
domain D and flow F,. Let tP be a t'olume preserving smooth action on A and leaving 
D invariant. Let Y be some infinitesimal generator of tP with domain Dr~D. 
Then if,for each feD, we have • 
X (f) 0 tP,=X(fo tP,), 
the expectation of the symmetric operator iLr (in fact, a self-adjoint operator) is a 
constant of the motion. 
Next we briefly consider a non-linear Hamiltonian system, the coupled Dirac 
and Maxwell fields. 
This example is an illustration of a coupled system. Namely if Ml and Ml are 
symplectic manifolds, consider Ml x Ml with symplectic form 
1tu CO I +1t:u COl; 1t,: M1xMl-M, 
1tf being the projection. On Ml x Ml we have 
H=HI+Hl+Hu 
where H, is a Hamiltonian on M, and HI" is an "interaction term", 
In our example, HI is quantum mechanical and Hl is classical, and the coupled 
system is Hamiltonian. 
8.6. Definition (Dirac-Maxwell system in tlrefJar case). Let A =RJ and V=R4 
with <, ) the Euclidean metric and <')0 the Lorentz metric. AsusuaJ,JetL" =L,,(A,V) 
be the square integrable mapsf: A - Y and CL" =Ll xLl tire complexification. Let 
M=CL l xL" xLl 
with symplectic structure 
CO (1/110 fl' gl)' ("'l.!l' 8l») = Im('" I' "'l)+ Hgl' fl)o -(1", gl)o 
where (I/Iltfl' gl)eM and 
Let al , a l , «3, peL(~,~) satisfy 
.. 1 cfp+pa."=o, «" a! +a.'«"=O 
1'". , 
for k ... I and (<<")" = pl = 1 and «". =a.1, p. = p where • denotes the adjoint with 
respect to ( ), 
Consider thefollowing vectorfield on M: 
where 
X(';,f,g)=("",!', g') 
1/1'= l:rI ;;;;~ +PI/I+i (/41/1+ ra"fill/l)!,=g 
IIal X 11-1' 
'-
: . "~ .• ,,' ,I' I 
I'~'."': • 
~ 
\ 
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and 
3 
g'= rJi'fI(OX")l+j 
t"l 
where /=(fl ,/1.,13,/4), with indices raised and lowered according to the Lorentz 
metric, and where 
. U1 }2 ·3 .4) L J= , ,J,J E 1 
is dejined as 
l=(a."t/I,"') , t=(t/I,t/I). 
This rector/ield is cal/ed the Dirac-Maxwell system; we leave the domaill 
unspecified,' see below. 
Notice that X is non-linear. These equations do not take radiation into account. 
See SCHWEBER [1, Ch.41 for the physics. The basic theorem from our point of 
view is the following: 
8.7. Theorem. Tire Dirac-Maxwell system is Hamiltoniall wilh Hamiltonian 
junction 
where 
3 
i H d t/I = r. a.t t/I + P 1/1. 
"-I 
Then also X possesses a local flow and the following quantities are int'arianl 
under the jlow: 
(i) energy: H(I/I,j, g); 
(ii) linear momentum: 
PI (1/1,/, g)=(i ol/l/ox', 1/1) +!(oJ/ax " g)o; 
(iii) angular momentum (including spin): 
M3(I/I,J,g)=(i[x l ol/l/OX l _X2 ol/llox'], I/I}+t(a.1 a.l 1/1, 1/1> 
+!([x1 oJ/ox2 _Xl oJ/ox I], g}o. 
The hard part of the theorem is existence of the flow. See GROSS [1]. Here-Mo-
sn's rheo,elR (1.1) <;all alsg be Ysed. It is espeei&lly--5impiein tbe-<l85e of periodic 
flHH>tieA& (",place R3 by the tbree toO)s) The details will be left to another place. 
The rest of the theorem is straightforward. To show X is Hamiltonian we com-
pute X' =d H using Leibnitz' rule and symmetry of Hd • The last part follows from 
the conservation theorems, since the flow has a fixed point (0, 0, 0), and is invariant 
under the translation and rotation groups. 
Appendix A: Transition/rom a Discrete 10 a Continuous System 
Here we outline briefly the setting for a rigorous transition from a "discrete" 
to a "continuous" system. Roughly, the number of degrees of freedom becomes 
infinite and individual particles become smeared into a continuum; the cbange 
in the classical case is from ordinary differential equations to partial differential 
equations. Examples are classical systems with a finite number of degrees of 
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freedom converging to a continuum system [and quantum mechanical systems 
converging to a field theory]. For further motivation, see GOLDSTEIN [1, Ch. 11]. 
8.8. Definition. Let E be a Hilbert space (real or complex, finite or infinite 
dimensional) with inner product ( .} which identifies E with E*. Let E xE~E xE* 
have the natural symplectic structure given by 
co«e1• el), Ul./l})=! {(/2, ell-eel ,Jl)}' 
Let A be a jinite dimensional orientable manifold with volume 0 and let BcA 
be a subset. Suppose PB is a measure on B such that j: A -+R, O-integrable implies 
f is p, integrable. Let Pn=PA' Let Ll(B, E xE) be the maps f: B-+E xE with 
J(f(x),J(x» dpB(x) < co, called the pbase spacefor card(B) (cardinality) particles 
at points of B and motions in E, with symplectic form: 
(J)B«/1' Il), (81t 8l})=! {J(8Z(X),J1 (x» dpB(X)-J (fl(X), 81 (x» dpB(X)}. 
If B is finite, say cardB=n and E=R', thenLJ(B,R"xRO) is just R"·xR"", 
the phase space for n-particles in RO, and the symplectic structure is the usual one. 
More generally, if T* M has the natural symplectic structure and also a Rie-
mannian metric we can consider the manifold of L2 maps f: A -+ T* M. The inte-
grated symplectic structure coincides with that above. This is the most natural 
setting but we use that in 8.8 to be specific. 
8.9. Proposition. Let B. be an increasing sequence (or net) of subsets of A with 
measures P. such that p" -+ P.. uniformly. That is, for each s> 0 there is an 1%0 so 
«>«0 implies Ip,,(A'nB .. )-PA(A'}I<sforall A'c:A measurable. 
Then W.-WA in the sense thatfor eachf, geLl(A, ExE), and bounded, 
w.(Ul./l)' (81' 8l}) - wA (Ut. 12)' (81' 82»' 
Proof. For j: A -Rintegrable, and bounded, it suffices to show If dp. - Jfdp. 
We may assume f~ O. The assertion is clear for simple functions. Suppose ft are 
simple functions and f, t f. Then 
II I dp,,- I I dpi ~Ir (f-/,) dp"I+lf (f-/J dpl+II (f dp.- I I,dpl. 
For Gt~o:o the last term is bounded bye· (sup If 0 uniformly in i. Now choose j 
large such that the first two terms are small. 0 
8.10. Definition. Under the conditions 01 8.9 we say that the phase spaces 
Ll (B". Ex E) converge to L2 (A, E x E). If H" are Hamiltonians on Ll (B". E x E) 
we say they converge to a Hamiltonian H with domain Dc:Ll(A, ExE) iff for 
each JeD, H,,(JID)-+H(f} and dHfI,-+dH similarly. 
Then we have Xs• -+ Xs or the equations of motion for the approximating 
systems converge to that for H. In general, this is not enough to guarantee con-
vergence of the flows. For this, one can use the Trotter-Kato theorem; for ex-
ample, see YOSlDA [1, p. 269]. 
Appendix B: Distributional Hamiltonians 
In mechanics one is generally given the Hamiltonian and not the flow. Un-
fortunately, in the non smooth case the infinitesimal generator of the flow need 
not coincide with the Hamiltonian. Therefore, there is required a new definition 
, 
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of the solution (of partial differential equations with distributional coefficients). 
Physical examples are commonplace. For example a quantum mechanical 
particle with a cJ-function potential (the flow consisting of partial refiection and 
partial transmission), or the vibration of a plate with non-uniform density. 
In the case of (classical) Hamiltonian systems with a finite number of degrees 
of freedom the problem has been satisfactorily solved. See MARSDEN [2]. There we 
even have a general existence theorem. In the general case, the existence question 
is much more delicate. The basic theorem applicable here is the Trotter-Kato 
theorem (YOSIDA [I, p. 249]). We suppose, for simplicity that we are in the linear 
case. 
8.11. Definition. Consider the symplectic manifold (see 3.4) M =L2 (A, V) x 
L2 (A, V) and suppose X is a (real or complex linear) map with domain Dr::. M 
and with range in the distributional sections of JI (see MARSDEN [2, § 1.31for details). 
We call X a generalized vectorfield on M. We say X is Hamiltonian iff there exists 
Hamiltonian vector/ields Xli, defined on D so feD implies 
Xs,!-+Xf 
in the sense of distributions, and there is a continuous map H: D -+ R so 
H,(fl-+H(fl 
for leD. In this case we write X=XB • 
For example. if J!,-+~ the delta function on R, then 
p2/2+ Y,-+ p2/2+~ 
in this sense in both the classical and quantum mechanical cases. 
8.12. Dermition. In 8.1 t, we say X bas a now Fr ifl Xlii have flows F/ which 
are equicontinuous (this will hold if they are all unitary for example,' see 8.2) and 
lor each feD, Fr'Cf) -+F,(f) on D. 
8.13. Proposition. In 8.12, Fr so d~fined ;s a strongly continuolls flow: Fr+. = 
F,o F.; moreover if each Fa' is unitary. so is F" 
Remark. The infinitesimal generator of F, is not in general X. (This is analogous 
to what happens in the finite dimensional case.) The Trotter-Kato theorem, 
however is the basic tool used to verify 8.12. (If it applies, then 8.13 is weJl known.) 
Proof. The assertion is clear from the following inequality: 
U F,+.U)-F,oF.U) n ~1IF,+.(f)-F,(:).(f)U 
+ II I1rt)(F1rt'U»-I1rt'(F.(fl) \I + II I1"'(F.U»-F,(F,(fl) II. 0 
8.14. Proposition. In the above, suppose Hrt -+H uniformly on D. Then on D: 
HoF,=H. 
Proof. 
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In·a similar way we recover the other conservation Jaws. (Assume each HI 
has conserved quantity P(X), then so will H.) 
Because of the lack of measure theory, these techniques lack the delicacy 
of the finite dimensional case. See MARSDEN [2]. We shall leave a fuller treatment 
to another place. 
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Abraham's theorem, 6.10 
action, 5.1, 4.5 
admissible diffeomorphism, 1.2 
admissible (uDCtion, 2.3 
base integral curve, 4.1 
c:anonical forms, 2.4 
c:anonical transformation, 2.8, 6.2 
Canan (orm, 6.1 
charged particle, 7.3//. 
classical continuum system, 7.3 
dosed orbit, 6.8//. 
complex linear Hamiltonian, 8.2 
composite mapping theorem § 1 
conservation of energy, 3.3, 8.14 
conservation theorem, 5.2, 7.5, 8.5 
contact (orm, 6.1 
convergence o( phase spaces, 8.9, 8.10 
correspondance principle, 5.3//. 
cotangent bundle, § 1, 2.4, 5.3 
coupled system, 8.S/f. 
current, 7.3/f. 
derivative, § 1 
Dirac matrices, 8.6 
Dirac:-Maxwell system, 8.6 
divergence, 7.2 
domain, § I 
electromagnetic field, 7.3//. 
energy, 3.3, 4.5 
energy operator, 8.3 
expectation, 5.3, 8.4 
flat map, 2.1 
flow, § I, 6.1, 8.12 
flow theorem, J.I 
foW' potential, 7.3//. 
ICneraliz.ed Hamiltonian. 8.11 
generalized vectorfield. 8.11 
generating function, 6.3 
geodesics, 4.7//. 
aIobally Hamiltonian, 3.1 fl. 
Hamiltonian flow, 3.1 
Hamiltonian now box, 6.8 
Hamiltonian function, 6.1, 2.3 
Hamiltonian operator, 8.3 
Hamiltonian vectorfield, 2.3, 3.1 
Hamilton-Jacobi theorem, 6.6 
Hamilton'S equations, 2.5 
Heisenberg picture, 6.4/f. 
homogeneous c:anonical map, 2.8 
hyperregular Lagrangian, 4.7 
IDdex 
induced action, 5.4 
infinitesimal transformation, 5.1 
inner product, § I, 3.4 
Jacobi's theorem, 6.3 
kinetic energy, 7.1 
Lagrange's equations. 4.6 
Lagrangian, 4.3 
Lagrangian density, 7.1 
Lagrangian symplectic form, 4.3, 4.4 
Legendre transformation, 4.7 
l..eibniU rule, § I 
Lie derivative, § 1,2.3 
linearization, 1.3, 3.2 
locally Hamiltonian, 3.1//. 
Lorentz invariance, 7.2//. 
momentum, 5.3 
Moser's theorem, 1.3 
multivectors, 7.2 
partial derivative, § I 
phase space for n particles, 8.8 
Poincare map, 6.8//. 
Poisson bracket, 2.6 
potential density, 7.1 
Poynting's theorem, 7.3//. 
principal function. 6.S 
product manifolds, 8.S/f. 
product rule, § 1 
quantum mechanical system, 8.1 
real linear system, 7.4 
regular Lagrangian, 4.3 
Schrodinger picture, 6.4 fl. 
second order equation, 4. I 
seJf-adjoint, 8.3 
sharp map, 2.1 
skew adjoint, 3.2 
spin,8.7 
symmetric operator, 8.2, 3.S If. 
symplectic action, 5.1 
symplectic manifold, 2.1 
symplectic map, 2.8 
symplectic structure, 3.S 
tangent bundle, § I 
time-dependent, 6.1 
transform to equilibrium, 6.4 
transversal, 6.S fl. 
unitary now, 8.2 
vectorfield, § J 
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